SafeCash Retail Deposit
Note deposit solution for improved cash management and same-day credit

SafeCash Retail Deposit is designed to make life easier
for retailers. Bundles of up to 50 notes can be deposited into
the machine at once and the totals are automatically recorded
and accounted for. This relieves employees of cash-counting
responsibilities and other back-office administration.
At the same time, SafeCash Retail Deposit helps improve
cash management. The retailer benefits from same-day
credit and by monitoring real-time cash levels, the CIT partner
can be alerted when pick-up is due. Since the notes are
deposited into a Grade III equivalent safe in bar-coded seal
bags, collection is quick, simple and secure.
Through touch-screen identification, user details are also
logged for complete transaction transparency and since the

cash amounts can always be monitored, this eliminates any
cash-counting discrepancies.
SafeCash Retail Deposit makes up part of Gunnebo’s complete range of cash deposit, collection and recycling solutions
for retailers.

Benefits at a glance
Improved cash management
Less back-office administration
Real-time monitoring of cash levels – better CIT service
Same-day credit
Complete transaction transparency – no cash discrepancies
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SafeCash Retail Deposit
Note deposit solution for improved cash management and same-day credit

Configuration
All front-end interaction with the SafeCash Retail Deposit is carried out via a touch
screen. This means employees do not need to carry around another card or key, but
simply enter their identification code on the screen before making their deposits.

Step by Step
1) User enters ID code via the
touch screen

For speed, bundles of up to 50 notes can be fed into the machine at once. The notes
are instantly counted and the total displayed on the screen, before a receipt for the
amount deposited is printed.
For convenient CIT pick-up, the notes are sent straight into a seal bag which,
uniquely for a deposit safe of this kind, is housed in a safe with protection equivalent
to ECB•S Grade III.

Cash management and monitoring

2) Notes are fed into the safe
(up to 50 at once)

The real-time cash level of each safe can be continuously tracked using Gunnebo’s
web-based monitoring software. This can either be hosted by Gunnebo or by the
retailer, who may choose to run the programme locally or centrally.
Access to the system may be granted to CIT partners to help optimise route planning
and pick-up times. Gunnebo service may also be connected to monitor the technical
status of a series of machines so that maintenance and updates can be carried out
before a problem occurs.

Same-day credit
As soon as notes are deposited, details of the amounts can be sent to the bank allowing the retailer’s account to be credited that working day. (Note: This can only be done
with the cooperation of a bank.)

3) Notes are counted and the
deposit total is displayed on
the screen

Quality and environmental management systems
The SafeCash Retail Deposit is manufactured in accordance with ISO 9001 for
Quality Management Systems and ISO 14001 for Environmental Management
Systems.

4) User is given a receipt for the
cash deposited

Technical Data
Orientation 		 Freestanding frontload (optional TTW rearload)
Note collector 		 Bundles up to 50 notes
User interface 		 15" touch screen
Optional 		 Swipe card reader, i-button

5) Notes are deposited into a seal
bag which can be quickly and
easily collected by CIT

Dimensions 		 550 × 490 × 990 (W × D × H in mm, without PC)
Weight 		 350kg (empty)
Safe 		 ECB•S Grade III equivalent (optional Grade I or II)
Power supply 		 230V–50Hz
Operating condition T 5–35˚C, H 40–85%
We reserve the right to alter product information
without any obligation.
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